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Interactive Internet Connection for a Remote Digital Signal  
Processing Lab  

1. Introduction 

Chapter one includes project motivation, remote lab objectives and thesis 

organization. 

1.1. Motivation 

To understand why it is of interest to allow remote participation in a Digital 

Signal Processing (DSP) lab over the Internet, it is important to know what the current 

laboratory environment offers and what its limitations are. 

At Oregon State University (OSU) the class Digital Signal Processing is 

attended by undergraduate and graduate students. The main objectives of this class are 

to gain experience with the discrete Fourier transform, discrete time signals, AID 

conversion, and the design, implementation and use of digital filters. A laboratory 

illustrates critical concepts and provides hands-on practical experience for the 

students, facilitating a seamless transition from student to professional. 

Six to eight lab stations are available in the DSP lab at OSU. Each lab station 

consists of a PC, a DSP board that is connected to the PC and a digital oscilloscope, 

including an FFT module for spectral analyses. Additionally there are four high-end 

spectrum analyzers for shared use by groups. 

Several students sit in front of every lab PC and work together on the lab 

experiments. Typically twenty-five to forty-five students are enrolled, and the goal is 

to have a maximum of three students per station. During the sequence of experiments, 

students gain experience of designing digital filters, implementing them on the Digital 

Signal Processor (DSP), and testing and debugging both the code and the design. The 

first design is usually performed outside of the lab period. 
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The students spend the bulk of the lab seSSIOn uploading and debugging 

compiled assembly programs on the DSP by using a DSP debugger, locally installed 

on pes in the lab. Its Graphical User Interface (GUI) is displayed on the computer 

screen of each lab station. The students use the keyboard and the mouse to control the 

GUI, which provides a common visual platform for collaboration among team 

members. Typically students are looking at the debugger and talking with each other 

about what they see and what they should do next. Accordingly clearly remote access 

requires replicating look and feel of the lab at OSu. Moreover the students use a 

digital oscilloscope to display audio and other test signals in the time and frequency 

domain. The frequency response of digital filters is shown with the spectrum analyzer. 

Students in this class have diverse backgrounds including a wide range of 

experience with assembly language programming from none to extensive experience. 

In summary, some critical properties of the existing DSP lab include the following: 

• 	 The students see each other and communicate with each other in the lab by 

words and gestures. 

• 	 The students of each group are working with the same DSP debugger, which 

offers a common visual platform for learning and collaboration. 

• 	 The DSP is physically connected to the computer on which the DSP debugger 

is installed. 

The laboratory expenence can be enhanced by providing students with the 

possibility to use the lab equipment from remote locations without requiring access to 

the physical lab for a number of reasons: 

• 	 Students who need remedial practice in programming and verifying assembly 

programs could work with the DSP outside of scheduled laboratory sessions. 

• 	 The time lag between lab sessions may often require students to re-familiarize 

themselves with the lab equipment. A DSP lab over the Internet would permit 

students to work with the lab equipment more consistently throughout the 

week, outside of the lab time. 
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• 	 The time in the lab to perform all programming tasks is reasonable for students 

who come well-prepared. The remote DSP lab allows students to finish 

laboratory assignments not correctly completed during the lab period. 

• 	 Many students prefer working on lab assignments during nighttime. As the 

students usually don't have a key to access the physical lab they could attend 

the remote DSP lab instead without violating the physical security of the lab at 

OSu. 

• 	 Students who are more interested in the area of digital signal processing can 

experiment independently outside of laboratory sessions, including using DSPs 

for other projects. 

• 	 Since the class Digital Signal Processing is quite popular and the lab capacity 

limited a remote DSP lab would have the benefit that more students could take 

the class and perform the lab experiments. 

• 	 A remote DSP lab can be used for professional continuing education, 

providing desired practice with DSP hardware in addition to the DSP theory 

typically offered in such classes. 

A DSP lab over the Internet would be therefore a helpful enhancement of the lab 

at OSu. 

1.2. Scope 

The work developed in this thesis is focused on creating a remote Digital Signal 

Processing lab over the Internet. Students "meet together" in such a virtual lab setting 

to test and debug their DSP assembly programs at any time from anywhere in the 

world. To do this, only a computer connected to the Internet and a web browser are 

necessary. With the web browser the students access a Graphical User Interface to 

control the DSP as if they were present in the lab. Several students can work in a team 

on a laboratory assignment from different remote locations at the same time. The main 

goal of the developed remote DSP lab is to replicate the lab environment at OSu. 
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This work focuses on implementing a remote DSP debugger providing the same 

"look-and-feel" as the used debugger in the physical lab. For this task a GUI for the 

Internet and a server are required. Using the GUI the students upload compiled 

assembly programs on the DSP, set and delete breakpoints and step through the 

program code. The DSP memory and registers are also accessible. Only one student 

may send commands to the DSP but all other students, who attend the remote DSP lab 

at the same time, see the results of his actions. The DSP access right can be passed to 

any student who is currently logged on. The server is critical to process user 

commands, access the DSP and transmit DSP data, e.g. register or memory values, 

back to all connected GUIs. In addition, the server is needed to ensure robust and 

secure operation, performing functions such as user authentication and log off. 

To enhance the remote DSP lab a spectrum analyzer for the Internet, which 

displays the spectrum of processed test and audio signals and frequency responses of 

digital filters, should be implemented during future work. 

1.3. Thesis Organization 

Chapter two describes how the system of the remote DSP lab is designed, given 

the requirements and possible alternatives. A discussion of necessary security features 

is also included. Chapter three details the system implementation. Flow diagrams 

illustrate the operation of each system component. Chapter four is dedicated to 

remarks including a summary, a discussion of remote access via analog modems, and 

future work. 
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2. Remote DSP Lab: System Requirements and Design 

2.1. Existing solutions for accessing hardware remotely 

Before starting with the system design of the remote DSP lab, it is investigated 

what other people have already done to access hardware remotely. This helps to get 

some idees what could be improved in a new solution. A list of relevant applications is 

listed below: 

• The virtual lab [24] 

• Cisco E-Learning [25] 

• Accessing a micro controller over the Internet [26] 

• Remote communication lab [27] 

• Remote electrical engineering lab [16] 

• Remote DSP access [5] 

• Remote control of lab devices [28] 

• Remote control lab [29] 

• Remote AC/DC measurements [30] 

• Remote control of robots [31] 

Two examples of applications, which illustrate limitations typical of currently 

available systems for remote hardware access, are discussed next. In particular both 

applications support only one user at a time, i.e. teamwork among users who are in 

different locations is not supported. Also additional software is required. These 

limitations have to be overcome in the development of the remote DSP lab. 

The first example is distributed by Domain Technologies, Inc. [5]. The company 

implemented the DSP target debugger Box View for the Windows NT platform. This 

debugger accesses a DSP remotely over TCP/IP networks. The disadvantages of this 

solution include the following: 
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• 	 Connecting to the DSP needs additional software, which has to be purchased 

and installed. This software is not free. 

• 	 Only one user works remotely with the DSP. Collaboration among remote 

users is not possible. 

The second example, developed at st. Cloud State University, allows students to 

manipulate electronic instruments, e.g. oscilloscopes or multi meters remotely over the 

Internet [16]. For that reason a GUI was designed which imitates the buttons and 

displays of the measuring devices. This application has also some disadvantages: 

• 	 Additional software needs to be downloaded and installed on the client 

computer. 

• 	 Only one user is permitted to work remotely with the electronic instruments. 

Other users can not see his actions at the same time. 

In recent years, a number of applications for remote hardware access have 

appeared. The main disadvantages of these applications are usually lack of multi user 

support and the requirement of additional software. The goal of this work is to solve 

these problems with the design of the remote DSP lab. 

Offering the DSP lab over the Internet provides a wide accessibility and requires 

only a web browser. While a "public key" must be downloaded for security purposes 

(as described later), this typically is a less extensive process than downloading and 

installing software. To allow teamwork on lab assignments several users are able to 

work with the remote DSP lab simultaneously. Since the students communicate during 

the lab at OSU it is possible to exchange messages over the Internet. Finally additional 

features are necessary for a reliable remote lab experience, including robustness, 

security, user administration and modularity. 

2.2. System Requirements 

To understand the system requirements of the remote DSP lab you should know 

how the lab at OSU is organized and what equipment is needed to perform the lab 
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experiments. A typical lab scenario was already mentioned in section 1.1. The lab 

equipment previously introduced is now described in more detail. 

The students work with the DSP board DSP56002 EVM from Motorola [18]. 

This DSP board offers 24 bit precision, 32k external SRAM and a 16 bit Stereo AlD-

DIA converter. It is connected to the RS-232 serial interface of the lab PC. The DSP is 

accessible by the DSP target debugger BoxView (Version 1.08.90) from Domain 

Technologies, Inc. [5], which is running on a Windows NT platform. The debugger 

uploads assembled programs on the DSP, sets and deletes breakpoints and steps 

through the program code. Features to download DSP memory and register values are 

also available. The GUI of the debugger is shown in Figure 2.1. The digital 

oscilloscope TDS 220 from Tektronix [19] displays the input and output signals of the 

DSP in the time and frequency domain. 

Since the Box View debugger is necessary to access the DSP and to perform 

most of the lab experiments a GUI of a DSP debugger, meeting the following 

requirements, is developed: 

• 	 The GUI has to provide all functions which are used by the students during the 

lab at OSu. The same functionality would allow students to perform lab 

assignments with the remote DSP lab. Therefore it should be feasible to upload 

and debug assembled programs on the DSP, to set and remove breakpoints and 

to show DSP register and memory values. 

• 	 The implemented GUI must be similar to the BoxView debugger GUI of 

Figure 2.1. If so, the remote DSP lab would have the same "look-and-feel" as 

the lab at OSu. 

As shown in Figure 2.1 the GUI of the remote DSP lab should provide a menu 

bar, a tool bar and internal windows. The menu bar includes most of the commands to 

control the DSP. Frequently used DSP commands are embedded in a tool bar. Internal 

windows display register values, memory values, the program code and entered 

breakpoints. A way to exchange messages over the Internet should be included 

because the students communicate during the lab at OSu. Accordingly an additional 
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access right from one user to another. Special users like the administrator or teaching 

assistant of the class are permitted to grab the DSP access right away from any user at 

any time. 

Now security, stability, administration and extensibility issues of the remote 

DSP lab are presented. The remote DSP lab is accessible over the World Wide Web. 

Therefore security is an important aspect. Only users with a valid login name and 

password are allowed to use the DSP. To prevent the system from breaking down due 

to improper users' log offs, e.g. if a user turns of his computer, a robust 

implementation of the remote DSP lab is necessary. The administrator should be able 

to register new users and manage user data in a convenient way. Accordingly a user 

administration tool is required. Finally the remote DSP lab needs to be implemented in 

modules to ease an upgrade with new features during future work. 

2.3. System Components and Data Transmission 

In the last section it was stated that a GUI has to be implemented to connect to 

the DSP over the Internet. All other required system components for the remote DSP 

access are introduced next by analyzing the data transmission between the DSP and 

the GUI. An example for such a data transmission is displayed in Figure 2.2. 

A user, who is anywhere in the world, has downloaded the GUI of the remote 

DSP lab from a web server onto his computer. The downloaded Gill is shown in the 

window of his web browser. Now the user wants the register values, which are 

displayed in the GUI, to reflect current values on the DSP. First he selects the 

appropriate command in the menu of the GUI which has the same format as the 

corresponding command of the BoxView debugger. The chosen command is 

transmitted over the Internet to a server running on the same computer to which the 

DSP is connected. Then the server processes the command and downloads the register 

values from the DSP. The downloaded register values are sent back over the Internet 

to the GUI where they are finally displayed. The described process is not noticeable 

for the user. He is working with the DSP as in the lab at OSU. 
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Figure 2.2: Data transmission between the GUI and the DSP 

The data transmission example shows that an additional server is needed. The 

server handles received user commands, then accesses the DSP and sends DSP data, 

e.g. register or memory values, back to the user. The GUI and the server are the two 

major components of the remote DSP lab. These two components communicate with 

each other over the Internet using the TCP/IP protocol. Next the data exchange is 

discussed in more detail. 

A connection between the GUI and the server is established before any data is 

transmitted. The GUI and the server, two applications running on two different 

computers, use sockets to send and receive data through that connection. A socket is 

an endpoint of a communication link, e.g. over the Internet, between two applications 

in the application layer of the Open System Interconnection model (OSI model). 

Accordingly a socket needs to be opened in the GUI and server application for the data 

exchange. Now the mentioned data exchange is investigated in the case of multiple 

GUIs connected to the server. Figure 2.3 depicts an example with three different users 

who access the server simultaneously. 

Three users have downloaded the GUI of the remote DSP lab from a web server. 

The GUIs of all three users have established a connection to the server. Data is 

transmitted over these three connections by using three different pairs of sockets. 

During the lab at OSU only one student at a time works with the DSP while the others 

The user downloads the web server 
GUI with his web browser ___ : + 
from a web server over the .. I 
Internet onto his computer. web browser 

The user can see the 
results of his work in--
the GUI. .----~~---, 

The server controls the 
DSP over the serial 
interface of the Pc. 

server 
I .. Data is transmitted over 
: : -- the Internet between the 

_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ J GUI and the server. 

The user operates the GUI 
with keyboard and mouse. 
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see what he is doing. Therefore only one user of Figure 2.3 is permitted to send 

commands to the DSP. The other two users observe his actions in real time. 

,-------- --------1 
1 ,-------- --------r 1 
1 1 '---:--:----' 1 1 
II II 
1 1 

web browser web browser web browser 

Figure 2.3: Data transmission between multiple GUIs and the server 

This task is controlled by a "token". All GUI input fields and buttons which 

allow to operate the DSP are only enabled in the GUI of the user possessing the token, 

i.e. only this user is able to control the DSP. When he for example wants the register 

values of his GUI to be updated, they are also updated in the GUIs of the other two 

logged on users. The token can be passed from one user to another to give all users the 

opportunity to work with the DSP. All GUI input fields and buttons which send 

commands to the DSP are disabled right after the token was passed away. Then they 

are enabled in the GUI of the user who received the token. 

The above illustrated that a server sends DSP data to all logged on users through 

established sockets. Now let us analyze how the server administers these sockets 

during the process oflogging on and off. 

The server creates a new socket for each user who connects to the remote DSP 

lab for the first time. This socket is reserved for the further communication with that 

user. The server accesses the socket by a socket file descriptor, which is a unique 
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identifier, e.g. an integer number, of a socket. Therefore the server needs access to the 

socket file descriptors of all open sockets to send DSP data like memory or register 

values to all logged on users. These socket file descriptors are stored in a database and 

administered by the server. The server saves and deletes socket file descriptors in the 

database when users are logging on and off. Moreover the server closes the 

corresponding socket when a user leaves the remote DSP lab. 

MySQL from T.c.X DataKonsultAB [23] is the chosen database. It is fast, 

flexible and robust and is controlled with the SQL database language. The server 

accesses the database over the Internet by using the TCP/IP protocol. 

2.4. The database of the remote DSP lab 

In the last section it was described how data is transmitted between several GUls 

and the server over the Internet. It was shown that two sockets, one for the GUI and 

the other one for the server, are required. The server accesses a socket by a socket file 

descriptor, which is stored in a database. The structure of the database is presented in 

Figure 2.4. The database consists of several columns, storing different data. One 

column is already reserved for socket file descriptors. Next it is investigated which 

other data is needed in the database. 

To get access to the remote DSP lab the user transmits his login name and his 

password, entered in a login box of the GUI, to the server. Then the server verifies if 

the received login name and password are stored in the database. If so, the student is 

permitted to work with the remote DSP lab. Thus two more columns are necessary in 

the database: one column for login names and one column for passwords as depicted 

in Figure 2.4. 

It would be helpful for the administrator to have some more information about 

every registered user. Therefore columns for the user's first name, last name and e-

mail address are created. The column group name assigns users to different groups. In 

Figure 2.4 user Mike belongs to the group admin and Soraya to the group student. This 

allows to give different rights to users of different groups. For example members of 

the group admin may grab the token away from the user who currently operates the 
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DSP. The column token shows which user possesses the token. In Figure 2.4 user 

Mike owns the token because the entry of his token field is one. Since only one token 

is allowed the token fields of all other users are zero. 

Column 
Name first last e-mail login password group socket file token 
~ name name name name descriptor 
User 

Mike Michael Ehler ehler@engr. ehler ****** admin 405 1orst.edu 

Soraya Soraya Matos matos@ece. matos ****** student 47 0orst.edu 

Figure 2.4: Structure of the database 

Now the data administration of the database will be discussed. First the overall 

data can be divided into static and dynamic data. Static data doesn't change at all after 

it was entered in the database except it is deleted again. Dynamic data on the other 

hand changes frequently between different values. 

The data provided by the columns first name, last name, e-mail, login name, 

password and group name is static data. This data is entered manually for each user. 

The data of the columns socket file descriptor and token is dynamic data and managed 

by the server. If a user logged on successfully with a valid login name and password, 

the server saves the socket file descriptor of the created socket to the column socket 

file descriptor. The server closes the socket and deletes the corresponding socket file 

descriptor again after the user logged off. The server also handles the dynamic data of 

the column token. The token field of the user who currently possesses the token is one. 

If the token is passed to another user, the server changes the value of the token field to 

zero. At the same time the token field of the user who received the token is changed to 

one. 
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The above illustrated that a user data record contains the static data of the 

columns first name, last name, e-mail, login name, password and group name and the 

dynamic data of the columns socket file descriptor and token. The server updates 

dynamic data whenever users are logging on and off or when the token is passed 

around. The static data of each data record is administered manually. For that reason a 

user administration tool was implemented so that the administrator can register new 

users and modify, delete or search for user data in the database. All administration 

tools were developed for the Internet and are accessible with a web browser. 

2.5. Structure of the Server 

The server is a major component of the remote DSP lab. It processes user 

commands, accesses the DSP and sends DSP data to all connected GUIs. To ease an 

upgrade of the server with new features a modular design was chosen. This is shown 

in Figure 2.5. 

Module Protocol is the control unit of the overall server. It manages the 

communication between the connected GUIs and the DSP and also regulates the log 

on and log off process of users. Further the modules Data transmission, 

Authentication, Logout and DSP Control were developed. The module Data 

transmission is needed for the data exchange over the Internet. All GUI commands as 

well as additional data like DSP memory addresses are received by that module. Then 

the data is passed to module Protocol. It decides which directive is executed next in 

dependency of the forwarded data. 

When a user wants to log on for example, a login name and a password are sent 

to the server. The data is received by the module Data transmission and processed by 

the module Protocol. Module Protocol uses module Authentication to access the 

database and to check if a user data record matches with the received login name and 

password. If a matching data record could not be found, an error message is passed 

back to the module Data transmission. Data transmission finally sends the message to 

the user who tried to get access to the remote DSP lab. 
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Module Protocol detennines all users to whom data is sent. An error message, 

notifying that the log on process failed, is only transmitted to the user who wanted to 

log on. DSP data, e.g. register or memory values is sent to all logged on users. The 

required socket file descriptors are provided by the module Protocol. 

The Server sends DSP data over The Server receives DSP commands 
the Internet to all connected \ / over the Internet ITom the OUI of the 
OUIs. ... I user who possesses the token. 

I I 
-----------------4~------------

Module Protocol accesses Server : :  
the database over the I  

Internet to read and write  
data in the database ~  
columns socket file  
descriptor and token.  Module Protocol controls 

the processing of received 
user commands. It accesses ID:~~:'PC:~::::::::- ~r---rT----~~ the modules Authentication, 

I I 1 DSP Control and Logout.
I I I I 1  
I I I I I _____...L..I-, _--L-'---, _..L..1.--,  
I I I I I. ..-.  
I I I '___ _ 
: : L ____ -, Authentication 
I I IL-_____....l L...---r-.....--l L:....:.rT..:..:...J 

: ~______ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::,T----L _________________________ J 

computer. 

Figure 2.5: Structure of the server 

To connect to the DSP the module DSP Control was implemented. This module 

possesses all functions to operate the DSP, e.g. to upload a compiled assembly 

program, to download register and memory values or to set breakpoints. The 

interactions between the modules Data Transmission, Protocol and DSP Control are 

explained in the following example. 

The user, currently possessing the token, wants the register values of his GUI to 

be updated. He sends the appropriate command over the Internet to the server. The 

server receives the command by the module Data Transmission. Then the command is 

processed with module Protocol. This module calls the corresponding function of 

module DSP Control which downloads a new set of register values from the DSP over 

http:L:....:.rT
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the serial interface of the PC. The set of register values is now transmitted to all GUIs 

using the module Data Transmission. 

Module Logout is necessary to log off users who are attending the remote DSP 

lab. It closes the socket of the user and also deletes the corresponding socket file 

descriptor in the database. Moreover module Logout verifies if the user possessed the 

token. If so, the module passes the token to another user who is still logged on. 

Otherwise nobody could control the DSP anymore. 

The modular server design eases an upgrade with new features in the future as 

already mentioned. A new module, e.g. Oscilloscope Control, controlling a digital 

oscilloscope could be easily added to the server. It is not necessary to change already 

implemented server modules. Commands to operate the oscilloscope are still received 

by the module Data Transmission. The processing of these commands is done with an 

additional module. This module accesses module Oscilloscope Control to control the 

digital oscilloscope. 

2.6. Design of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

Besides the server the GUI is the other main component of the remote DSP lab. 

In this section it is stated how the GUI should be designed to meet the mentioned 

requirements of section 2.2. 

The GUI needs to be constructed similarly to the GUI of the BoxView DSP 

debugger to offer the same "look-and-feel" as the lab at OSU. All functions which are 

necessary to work on lab assignments are required. The Graphical User Interface of 

the remote DSP lab, implemented in Java, is displayed in Figure 2.6. The reasons why 

the programming language Java was chosen are presented in section 3.2.1. Figure 2.6 

also shows that the GUI is accessible with a Java enabled web browser, e.g. 

Microsoft's Internet Explorer (Version 5). 

The GUI of the remote DSP lab is built in the same way as the GUI of the Box 

View debugger with a menu bar, a tool bar and internal windows. The menu bar 

contains most of the commands to control the DSP. Frequently used DSP commands 
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arc available in a tool bar. Internal windows di splay DSP register and memory values, 

the program code, breakpoints and commands. 
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Figure 2.6: GU I of tile remote DSP lab 

Since Ihe students communicate in the lab al OSU a Chal window to exchange 

messages over the Internet is added \0 the GU I. Further the internal windows Server 

Message and Graph are implemented. The Server Message wi ndow is developed to 

show server messages and names of all logged on users. Server messages infonn the 

user for example about failing command execu tions. User names are necessary to 

address messages, which are written and sent by using the Chal window, to the right 

person. The intemal window Graph is illustrated in Figure 2.16. 11 d isplays OSP 

memory values graphically in a coordi nate plane. That is an enhanced fea ture for users 

working wi th the remote OSP lab. 
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2.6.1. Menu bar 

The GUI provides a menu bar which is constructed in the same way as the menu 

bar of the Box View debugger. The menu bar structure is illustrated in Table 2.1. The 

menus File, Process, Breakpoint, View, Options and Window are available. These 

menus are divided into three groups: Menus containing commands to control the DSP, 

menus allowing to log on and off and menus managing internal windows of the GUI. 

The menus File, Process and Breakpoint contain menu items to operate the DSP. 

With these menu items the user uploads compiled assembly programs on the DSP, 

switches the DSP between debug mode and run mode, debugs uploaded programs on 

the DSP, resets the DSP and manages breakpoints. The menu items of the menus File, 

Process and Breakpoint are only enabled in the GUI of the user currently possessing 

the token. Therefore only one user is able to send commands to the DSP by using the 

menu bar. This replicates the lab at OSU because only one student works with the 

BoxView debugger and controls the DSP at one time. 

The menu Options is necessary for logging on and off. Its menu items are 

enabled in all GUls, i.e. a token is not required to get access to the remote DSP lab or 

to leave the lab again. 

The menus View and Window manage the internal windows. The menu View 

opens and closes internal windows due to the user's choice. Therefore only windows 

which are required for the current work have to be opened. The menu Window 

activates a single internal window and displays it in the foreground of all other GUI 

windows. 

The structure of the implemented menus was just described. Now it is presented 

how the user accesses menus and menu items. Mnemonics, accelerators and the mouse 

are three different ways to select a menu item. Mnemonics offer a way to use the 

keyboard to navigate the menu hierarchy. Accelerators allow choosing a menu item 

whether it is visible or not. Provided mnemonics and accelerators are listed in Table 

2.1. The created menus enable the user to control the DSP, to log on and off and to 

manage all internal windows of the GUI in a convenient way. Moreover additional 

mnemonics and accelerators are user friendly features of a well designed GUI. 
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Menu Mnemonic Menu Items Mnemonic Accelerator Description 

File Alt-f Load I -
Opens a file chooser to 
choose a file for the upload 
on the DSP 

Process Alt-p 

Go g Ctrl-F5 Switches the DSP from 
debug mode into run mode 

Halt h Shift-F5 Switches the DSP from run 
mode into debug mode 

Step s Ctrl-F II Allows stepping through 
the program code 

Update u Ctrl-F6 Updates the register values 
of the Register window 

Status a -
Displays the status 
(debug/run mode) of the 
DSP 

Reset r Alt-F5 Performs an hardware reset 
of the DSP 

Breakpoint Alt-b Display return -
Opens the Breakpoint 
window 

View Alt-v 

Close All - - Closes all open windows 
Toolbar, 
Register, 
Memory, 

Server 
Message, 

Command, 
Code, Chat, 

Graph 

return -
Allows to close and to 
open single windows 

Options Alt-o 

Submenu: 
Open 

Connection 
p -

Starts log on process Menu items 
of submenu: 

DSP 
- Alt-I 

Close 
Connection c Ctrl-l 

Closes the connection to 
the DSP and sets all values 
of the GUI windows back 
to an initialized state 

Get Token g Ctrl-G 
Allows to get the token 
(only available for users of 
the group adrnin) 

Window Alt-w 

Register, 
Memory, 

Server 
Message, 

Command, 
Code, Chat, 

Graph, 
Breakpoint 

return -
Allows to activate a 
window of the GUI (only 
one window is activated at 
one time) 

Table 2.1: Structure of the implemented menus 
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The command DSP o f the submenu Options-Open cOl/n ee/ioll will be described 

morc. This command opens a dialog box to cnter a login name and a password in two 

lex t fields. Thi s dialog box is shown in Figure 2.7. 

User " "",.. : 
: rrte~l.r 
Passwall!: 

Figure 2.7: Login dialog box 

The entered passwo rd , d isplayed with asteri sks, and the entered login name arc 

both sent to the server for validation by ei ther click ing the button Enter o f the dialog 

box or by pressing Enter of the keyboard. To abort the log on process the button 

Cancel is cl icked . If the validation process fails, another dia log box comes up to noti fy 

the user that he could not be logged on. 

2.6.2. Tool bar 

The user accesses frequently used menu commands by the built-in too l bar 

buttons. Pausing with the curso r over one of these buttons d isplays a too l tip, 

infom1ing what happens when the button is clicked. The functions of the buttons are 

li sted in Table 2.2. A fil e chooser comes up when the user c li cks the menu item Load 

of the menu bar or the bUllon Load of the tool bar. The implemented fil e chooser is 

illustrated in Figure 2.8. 

A fil e chooser provides a GUI fo r navigating the fil e system of the user's 

computer. The user either chooses a fi le or a directory from a li st or enters a fi le or 

directory name. When the file chooser appears, all files in the user's home directory 

are di splayed. To simpli fy the search fo r assembly source code fil es o r compiled 
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assembl y files two file filters are implemented. These fil e filters either display only 
1files with the extension eli or files with the extension a511/ . 

8utloll Name Dcscri )Iio ll 
Opens a file chooser to 

Load choose a file for the upload 
on the DSP 

Go 
Switches the DSP from 
debug mode into run mode 

Halt Switches Ihe DSP from nm 
mode inlo dehu ' mode 

Step 
Allows stepping through the 

I program code 

Update 
Updates the register va lues of 
the Register window 

Table 2.2: Functions of the too l bar buttons 

xl 

I ..... ~..... 

Jist of directories 
D·,,_IftIt,.. 

and files of the -----f:) . .. l...",1I! 

DOl"',"user's computer 
[) ..f _l ".I
0 "_..1,,. 
D ... ], .. 
Iilonomr. 1__, .. I l .... rio Ipull dow n menu 

~ II ~ Jfor selecting a fi Ie  
filter  

Figure 2.8: File chooser 

2.6.3. Inlcrn:d windows 

Like the BoxVicw debugger windows the iTllemal wi ndows or the GUI are 

closed or opened by using the menu View. 

compiled assembly file s 

" assembl y source code fil es 

I 
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The windows can also be closed or iconified with the corresponding buttons of 

the title bar. These buttons are labeled in Figure 2.9. 

title bar and 
window name ~~'~'-~.~~~~~d':-';~r-- button fo r closi ng I~ 100 ~ window 

IL!l'~"' ="-=="='":::,'"" I' ~ br·,oo ~: b~tton for iconifying 
1h==~====f~O!J wllldow 

Figu re 2.9: Buttons of the title bar 

To activate a window and display it in fron l of all olher windows the title bar is 

clicked or the corresponding menu item of the menu Window is selected. The 

windows Server Message, Breakpoint and Chat are resizable. Resizing these wi ndows 

also resizes their contents. Therefore the user can adjust the window size to his screen. 

The windows Command, Register, Memory, Code and Breakpoint have the 

same fonnat as the corresponding wi ndows of the BoxView debugger. That pen11it s 

working as in the lab at OS U. The windows Chat, Graph and Server Message aren't 

supported by the BoxView debugger but provide usefu l features for the remote OSP 

lab. Using the Chat window messages are exchanged over the Intemet. The Graph 

window displays the DSP memory values graphica ll y. Server Messages and user 

names of logged on users are shown in the Server Message wi ndow. The intemal 

windows of the GU I are described in the next sections. 

2.6.4. The Command window 

The Command window, presented in Figure 2.10, holds a text field for entering 

commands. An emered command is sent to the server by pressing Enter of the 

keyboard, click ing the Enter button of the Command window or by using the 

mnemo nic Al l-e . 
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The entire entered text is se lected after sending the command to the server. 

Therefore the old command is deleted automatically when entering a new command. 

Enter button to send 
commands to the server 

Figure 2. 10: COlllmand window 

Ir the syntax of an entered command is wrong, a dia log box appears 10 noli fy the 

user about the error. Commands supported by the Command window are listed in 

Table 2.3. Only the first command afTable 2.3 is available in the BoxV iew debugger. 

The o ther two commands show the OSP memory values graphically and pass the 

token to another user. 

Dcscri )Iion Comma nd Na me 
displays 48 values of the x, y or p memory indispl::ly [memory type]: [memory address] 
the Memory window starting at the specifiedmemory type: x. y or p 
address0 < memory address < FFFF 
displays 24 values of the .\" , y or p memorygraph [memory type 1 : [memory address 1 
graphically in the Graph window starting at lhe memory type:.\", y or p 
specified address 0 < memory address < FFFF 

givcTokcnTo [usemame] passes the token to the logged on user whose 
lIame is specified uscmamc: last name of log 'cd on user 

Table 2.3: Supported commands of the Command window 

2.6.5. The Register window 

The Register window is depicted In Figure 2. 11. It shows the register values or 

the data Arithmetic Logic Un it (ALU), the address ALU and the program control unit. 

Java Swing labels, described later in section 3.2 .2. , d isplay the register names and the 

register values. Swing labels update any register value without reloadi ng the total web 

page to allow work ing as in the lab at OSU. When the Llser clicks the right mOllse 

button over the Register window, a popup menu comes LIp wh ich contains the four 
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men u items Hex, Bin, Oct and Dec. The popup menu has the same fonnat as the 

correspond ing popup menu orthe BoxVicw debugger. Se\ccting a menu item displays 

the register values of the data ALU in different representations. Available 

representations are illustrated in Table 2.4. 

data ALU val ues < 

address ALU values 

program conlro\ 
unit values 

EI Rl!gr.tOf "'OJ 
A:OOOI!l8FOOOOOOO 

A2;O(I AUll0010 AIl:OOOOOO 
r 

0:00 lOOO9OOOOO!J(l 
B2:OO 	 0 1;11XJ09O  

)(:t.HlOO..ltlfffFH  
~D;OOO(UO 

)(1:fFlrfr 
Y'.oo12J.1ff1IH 

YU:001 Zl~ 

> 'l'l:fFffFf  
~ MIOf!Il!J1L """'" 'tUrfF ~1 1:Q0D5  -"""'" N2:fHF.,"'" 
Nl:fFfF M3:ffH"""'" """" N4;ffH ~\.I:OOOJ'''''''' N5:ffFF ""'.. "",.,.  

-[ 
R6:oo 11 N6:mr M6:ffff 
R1:ffrE N7;nTf M7:ffH 
51>:0001 SItOJOO 0,...'1:0000 

SSll'OO5ll ~"' SSL;(IO!)O lC:I'ffr PC:IlO'..tI 

Java Swing label 
displays the register 
value 000000 

Java Swing label 
displays the register 
name MO 

Figure 2.1 J: Register window 

Menu Itcm Dcscriplion 
Hex displays an hexadecimal vOllue 
Bill displays a binary value 
0" displays an octal value 
Dec displays a decimal value 

Table 2.4: Menu items of the popup menu 

2.6.6. Th e Memory wi ndow 

The introduced command display shows forty-eigh t register values of the x, y or 

p memory in the Memory wi ndow, depicted in Figure 2. 12. The type and address of 

the fi rst memory va lue are displayed in the title bar. In Figure 2.12 these va lues are y 

and 0000. The address values and memory values are represented with Swing label s. 

These labels are alTanged in five columns and twelve rows. The first co lumn presents 
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the memory addresses in the fo rmat [memory type] : [add ress]. The memory type can 

be x, y or p. The address is a hexadecimal value between 0 and FFFF. The other 

columns display forty-eight memory values of the OSP. 

memory type and L~~Y:OOOO rf lEI  
~.oOooOOll~ OOJS79 19999.1. OCCCCD S' 1 b 1  memory address of the 'l':00OI 2OAOOO Il2S9A1l IlOOIiOIl 100026 W ll1g a e Lor 

v:oooe OJOOOO 100314 91J..1801 002J20_;;;;;.I__ displayi ng a memory 
Y:OOOC DC7A3C 844010 401129 ~~ 

first memory va lue 
V:00 10 O~84~5 008208 210129 (48192 va lue 
Y:OOH COOOOf 018100 2028CO N5050 

Swing label for I ~18 SD2000 l18000.1. 051(10\ "1.1.00 ____ rr:ootc 669~O'" 431011] 00-1298 1(.1.451 disp laying a memory Y:0020 AA4a.u OCOZ2l) 02!lIl0fI 119080 
Y:0024 AOOOB I OUIlOO 228210 D!lA21Zaddress va lue 
tiJJ28 4021BC 0005511 007300 CZKlO 
'I':OO2C 006208 E92014 21S608 000204 

Figure 2.1 2: Memory window 

To change the representation of all displayed memory values between 

hexadecimal, binary, octal and decimal a popup menu is implemented. To be confoml 

with the BoxView debugger the popup menu is designed in the same way as the popup 

menu of the Register wi ndow. 

2.6.7. The Code window 

The Code window, illustrated in Figure 2.1 3, shows breakpoi nts graphically and 

rac ilitates debuggi ng or compiled assembly programs on the DSP. A breakpoint stops 

the program execut ion at the program memory address at which it was entered. The 

command Step executes one line of program code success ive ly start ing at this memory 

address. This debugs the compiled assembly program on the DSP. The BoxView 

debugger prov ides the same runctionality. 

The Code window contains three columns and twelve rows. The first co lumn 

shows breakpoints using points . The second and third column are necessary for 

di sp laying program memory addresses and program memory values. 
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breakpoint al program 
memory address 100 is 
displayed graphically 
with a point 

El '- d'IEl 
_ 0 P:Ol00 00U200 

1>".0101 00D200 
P:01(12 000000 

0 P:OIOlOOOOOO 
P1IHU IlOOIlOO 
P:Ol~ 00Il200 .... 

';::00 00000o 
. 107 00000o 

P:C!I(IQ 00000o 
P;0 109 00000o 
P:01OA 00000o 
P:OlllO 00000o 

program memory va lue 

program memory address 

Figure 2.13: Code window 

2.6.8. The Breakpoint window 

The user adds and removes breakpoints in a convenient way by using the 

Breakpoint window of Figure 2.9. The Breakpoint window contains a text field, Swing 

labels and three buttons. Program memory addresses are entered in the text fi eld to set , 

remove or di sp lay breakpoints. The syntax of such a memory address is p:[address]. 

The address is a hexadeci mal value between 0 and FFFF. The fUllc tions of the buttons 

and the button mnemonics are illustrated in Table 2.5. 

Swing labels display the breakpoint addresses in the Breakpoint window. When 

a user adds or removes breakpoints, the address labels are updated dynamically. If a 

user does not enter a program memory address in the required fonnat, a dialog box 

appears to noti fy the user about the error. 

Bullon Mncmo nic Dcscri Jlioil 

Add Alt-a adds , breakpoinl " the cnlered 
address in the pro 'ram memory 

Remove Alt-r removes a breakpoint at the entered 
address in the program memory 
displays a breakpoint graphically at 

Go to Alt-g the entered address '" the Code 
window 

Table 2.5: Breakpoint window buttons 
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2.6.9. The Servc r Message window 

As described the internal windows Command, Register, Memory, Code and 

Breakpoint have the same format and functionality as the corresponding windows of 

the BoxView debugger. The windows Server Message, Chat and Graph aren ' t 

supported by the BoxVicw debugger. However since the remote DSP lab is an lnlcmct 

application the Server Message and Chat window are required and presented below. 

The Server Message window lists the last names of all current logged on users 

so that evclybody knows who current ly works with the remote DSP lab. Server 

messages, such as confinllation messages if a command was executed successfully or 

en'or messages if a command execution failed, are also disp layed in that window. As 

dep icted in Figure 2. 14 the server message window contains a split pane with two tcxt 

areas to show the above infonnatioll. The upper text area displays server messages. 

The names o f all logged on users are listed in the lower text area. The last name of the 

uscr possess ing the token is localed in the first row of the lower lext area right after the 

keyword "Master" . 

server messages -

currently loooed 
~~ ---+ 

on uscrs 

B Serwr ~1es5aIl\l5 d' '"onne~~o~ to DSP ,$ open · Swit,hlng DSP ,n RUN MODE successful 

· • •.. 
aslerEhler · U'S 
hie, 
.10 $ 

· • • 

Figure 2.14: Server Message window 

In Figure 2.14 the users Ehler and Matos are logged 011. Ehler possesses the 

token and may control the DS P. The lIser names are updated dynamically when users 

are logging on and off or when the token is passed around. 
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2.6.10. The Ch:'lt window 

Logged on users communicate with each other over the Internet by lIsing the 

implemented Chat window. Therefore the Chat window needs to offer a way to enter 

and disp lay messages. Figure 2. 15 shows that messages arc en tered in a text fie ld and 

disp layed in the text area below. A user sends an entered message by clicking the 

button Enter, lIsing the mnemonic ..t\.It·e or pressing Enter o f the keyboard. The 

transm itted message is di sp layed in the Chat windows of all logged all users. The 

sender's last name is attached to the message to identify the sender. The token is not 

requi red for using the Chat window. A user is allowed to send messages as long as he 

is logged on. 

tex t field to 
---+ 

enter messages 

tex t area to --+
display messages 

0 "'" d' IBl 
tH.1IO SOrClfol. I\(M' .J' YOU1 I !i:nl8I 

I ~Itr HeDO SonJra. _Ill YOU1 
_10i GOM 

. 

. 
• • 

Figure 2. 15: Chat window 

2.6.11. The Graph window 

Thc Graph window is implemen tcd to proor a concept of di splaying and 

updating graphics dynamically in a web browser over the Intemct. This concept can be 

used ror ruture work , c.g. ror the graphica l presentation or processed test signals in the 

GU I orthe remote DSP lab. 

The user di splays twenty-rour DSP memory values 111 the Graph wi ndow by 

entering the command graph in the already introduced Command wi ndow. The 

memory values are shown in a coordinate plane with squares as illustrated in Figure 

2.16. Above the coordinate plane the memory type and address or the first memory 

value arc presented. In Figure 2.16 the memory type is y and the memory add ress 200. 

The y-ax is represents nonnalized memory val ues (I equa ls FFFFFF). The x-ax is 
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numbers the memory values from zero to twenty-three. Accordingly the di splayed 

memory values can be considered as samples. 

e~.. 	 " IBl 
Graphlulrepresetl!arion Dime DSP memory 
y MenKKY- 0200 .. 

.yaxis - .. 0." . 

V 	x aX Is '" 
•• • , 23 4 5&7'; .0 " .2.3,4 os Ie .111 ,Q 202 . 7223 

Figure 2.16: Graph window 

2.7. Securitv 

The database, the server and the GUI are the three 1113111 components of the 

remote DSP lab. Their design was desc ribed in the last sect ions. ow it is investigated 

which security features arc required. 

• 	 The OSP access has to be restricted so that not everybody can attend the 

rcmote OSP Jab. 

• 	 Only the administrator should get access to the database to protect user data 

against abuse. 

• 	 A dynamic user and resource adm in istration is needed. Il logs off users whose 

computers break down or who are Jogged on but don't work with the remote 

DSP lab at all. That avo ids wast ing resources. 

• 	 The downloaded GUI has to be made "trusted" . Then the implemented file 

chooser can be used to upload compiled assembly programs on the DSP. 

These security features are now presented in more detail. 
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2.7.1. Log on process 

This section describes how the DSP access over the Internet is restricted. The 

administrator registers a user with a login name and password in the database. A 

password length of at least six characters is necessary. It is not allowed to create two 

data records with equal login names. Otherwise two users could be registered with the 

same login name and password. Before the data record is stored in the database the 

password is encrypted with the MD5 algorithm. The MD5 algorithm takes arbitrary-

sized input (the password is at least six characters long) and generates a fixed-size 

output, called digest or sometimes "digital fingerprint" of the input data. The size of 

the obtained digest is 128 bit. A digest has the following properties: 

• 	 It should be computationally infeasible to find another input string that will 

generate the same digest. 

• 	 The digest does not reveal anything about the input, e.g. a password, that was 

used to generate it. 

Accordingly a message digest produces a unique and reliable identifier of the 

user password. A user who is registered in the database of the remote DSP lab can try 

to connect. To do this, the menu item Options-Open Connection-DSP of the menu bar 

is clicked. Then a dialog box comes up where the password and the login name are 

entered. The password is encrypted with the MD5 algorithm before it is transmitted to 

the server. Since the 128-bit digest doesn't reveal anything about the password that 

was used to generate it, it is impossible for any attacker to decrypt the digest if he 

intercepts it during the transmission. The user is logged on if the server finds exactly 

one data record in the database matching with the received login name and password. 

If the server can not find any data record or if the user is already logged on, the log on 

process fails and a further dialog box informs the user about the error. The described 

log on process has following security features: 
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• 	 The password is encrypted before it is transmitted over the Internet to protect it 

against abuse. 

• 	 A user is not allowed to log on several times with the same login name and 

password to prevent wasting resources of the remote DSP lab. 

2.7.2. Accessing the database over the Internet 

The last section described that only users with a valid login name and password 

are able to connect to the remote DSP lab. The access of the database is also limited. 

As the database is administered over the Internet anyone could get access to it and 

alter or steal containing data like login names and passwords. The MySQL database 

server provides two stages of access control to protect the database against abuse: 

• 	 In the first stage the server checks if the person is permitted to connect to the 

database. 

• 	 Assuming he can connect, the MySQL server verifies each request the person 

issues to see whether he has sufficient privileges to perform it or not. For 

example, if the person tries to drop a user data record from the database, the 

server makes sure that he has the drop privilege. 

The access control for the database of the remote DSP lab is as follows: It is 

only possible to access the database by the computer of the administrator. This 

computer is right now the workstation Nyquist of the MCC lab at OSU. It has all 

privileges to administer the database. 

Privilege information is configured by the three database tables user, host and 

db. They are saved in the database named mysql, which is stored on the MySQL 

database server. Further information and examples about security issues of the 

MySQL database server can be found in [4] chapter 6, "The MySQI access privilege 

system". 
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2.7.3. Dynamic user and resource administration 

As in any situation with multiple users, the server has to manage problems with 

users who don't log off properly or with users whose computers break down. For 

example a problem could occur if one of such users possessed the token, then nobody 

else could work with the DSP anymore. Moreover as the socket file descriptors are 

still stored in the database, the server would continue sending data to these users. 

To avoid that situation a dynamic user administration for the server IS 

implemented. The server recognizes when the network connection to a user crashes. If 

happened, the socket file descriptor stored in the user data record is deleted. The 

server checks if the user possessed the token. If so, the token field is set back to zero. 

Afterwards the token is passed to another user by setting his token field to one. 

Furthermore it is verified if a logged on user doesn't work with the Internet debugger 

at all to prevent blocking resources of the remote DSP lab. For this task a timer is 

implemented which is restarted when the user operates the GUI, e.g. when he moves 

the mouse cursor. The timer is idled if the user does nothing. After a certain time 

interval the user will be logged off automatically. 

2.7.4. JDK 1.3 Security Model 

In this section it is analyzed what needs to be done to make the downloaded GUI 

"trusted". A "trusted" GUI is required to use the implemented file chooser which 

accesses the file system of the user's computer. Java applets3 
, e.g. the QUI of the 

remote DSP lab, are considered as non trusted by default. Non trusted applets are 

running in a very restricted environment provided by the original Java security model 

known as the "sandbox" model. These applets can only access the limited resources 

available inside the sandbox. A security manager is responsible for determining which 

resources the applet is allowed to access. 

3 Java program which is accessible with a Java enabled web browser over the Internet 
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For example non trusted applets are prevented from reading and writing files on 

the client file system or from starting other programs on the client. The downloaded 

GUI of the remote DSP lab is non trusted. Therefore it is prohibited to use a file 

chooser permitting the user to choose a compiled assembly file for the upload on the 

DSP. To get access to the file system the applet is made trusted. Thus the applet is 

signed before it is stored on the web server. The basic idea of signing applets is as 

follows: 

The programmer of the applet generates a private/public key pair. The private 

key is the electronic "pen" with which the applet is signed. To avoid that anybody else 

can forge the digital signature the private key is only known to the person who 

generated the key pair. In the next step the signer of the applet supplies the intended 

receiver with his public key. 

When the receiver downloads the signed applet from the web server, he uses the 

signer's public key to verify the authenticity of the signature and the integrity of the 

applet. After checking that the applet is from a trusted source, he grants permission to 

it to perform normally forbidden operations such as reading the local file system. The 

set of permissions is defined by the security policy of the receiver, i.e. the receiver 

determines what the trusted applet is allowed to do on his computer. 

The GUI of the remote DSP lab needs a permit to read the local file system of 

the user's computer. This permit is necessary for the file chooser. Therefore the user 

creates a policy file in which he grants permission to the applet to read from his local 

file system. 
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3. Implementation 

Chapter two identified the required system components to implement the remote 

DSP lab and described the needed functionality. The structure of a GUI, which is 

accessible over the Internet only by using a web browser, was presented. Several 

students can use the GUI to connect to the DSP at the same time. The GUI permits 

working with the DSP as in the lab at OSu. A server was introduced acting as an 

interface between the GUI and the DSP. For that task the server needs access to a 

database. At the end of chapter two security issues were discussed, which are 

important for Internet multi user applications. 

This chapter is dedicated to the implementation of the system components. In 

the first part the implementation of the server is explained in detail. The second part 

deals with the implementation of the Graphical User Interface. Finally the user 

administration tool is described. 

3.1. Implementation of the server 

The server is the main control unit of the overall system. It processes user 

commands, accesses the DSP and transmits DSP data, e.g. register or memory values, 

to all GUls which are connected. 

3.1.1. C++ source files 

For the implementation of the server Microsoft Visual C++ 6 was used. C++ is 

an object-oriented programming language. This allows to achieve the required 

modular server design as mentioned in chapter 2.5. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the 

implemented source files. It also shows which modules of Figure 2.5 these source files 

correspond to. 

The next sections present the server modules Authentication, Data Transmission, 

Protocol, DSP Control and Logout. The implemented algorithms of these modules are 

illustrated with flow charts. 
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Source File Description Cor responding Modules of 
Fi ' ure 2.5 

D5P56002.cpp Provides all methods to control the OSP DSP Control 

DspLoader.cpp 
Transfonns a recei\'cd compiled assembly 
program into the right forom! before il is 
uploaded 011 the OSP 

OS!> Control 

DspProtocol.cpp Control unit of overall server PrOiocoi 

ScndToClicllt.cpp 
Sends data to and receives data from a 
user Data transmission 

CrealcSocket.cpp 
Creales a socket for the server. TIle server 
is listening at this socket for new lIscr 
requests. 

Authentication 

MainProg.cpp 

Handles the starting process oflhc server, 
manages the authentication during the log 
on process, stans new client threads and 
controls the log off process 

A ulil(.'nlicaliOJl I Logout 

Table 3.1 : Source fil es of the server 

3. 1.2. Module Authenticat ion and Module Da ta Transmiss ion 

The administrator first starts the server on the host computer by executing the 

servcr exe fi le before users are ab le to connect to the remote DSP lab. The server is 

started once after its installation. It has only 10 be restarted after a breakdown. The 

func tion main of the program MainProg, which is part of the modu le Authentication, 

is executed first. It contro ls the starting process or the server. That is illustrated in 

Figure 3. 1. 

( Start Server 

+  
> 	Initializc database 
~ 	create ne\\' server sockel 
:.. 	 lislen allhis sockel ror ncw 

L1ser reqLlests 

..i 
( E"" 

Figure 3.1 : Starting the server 
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The server initializes the socket file descriptors and token fields of the database 

with zero, i.e. no user is logged on and no user has the token. Without this 

initialization process a problem could occur when users are logged on and if the server 

breaks down. When the server is restarted all socket file descriptors would be still 

stored in the database. The server would continue sending data to these users, but the 

connections to them aren't available anymore. 

The program CreateSocket of the module Authentication creates a server socket 

after the database initialization. This socket is used by the server only to listen for user 

connection requests. In particular, the GUI sends a connection request to the server via 

this socket before the entered login name and password are transmitted. If the server 

accepts the request, a new socket is created for the further communication. At the 

same time the server continues listening at the server socket and is waiting for new 

connection requests. 

The GUI and the server exchange data after the connection is established. The 

server needs the program SendToClient, which corresponds to the module Data 

Transmission, to read from or to write to a socket. A buffer is necessary to store 

received data and data that is going to be sent to logged on users. The module accesses 

the sockets by the corresponding socket file descriptors. 

3.1.3. Module Authentication continued: Authentication of new users 

The authentication process, illustrated in Figure 3.2, is implemented m the 

function main of the program MainProg, which is part of the module Authentication. 

It proceeds after the connection between the GUI and the server is established. 

The user is logged on successfully if the server finds one data record in the 

database with the received login name and password. During the authentication 

process the server verifies if the user is already logged on. A user can not log on 

several times with the same login name and password because resources of the remote 

DSP lab could be blocked. The string nameBuffer stores the names of all logged on 

users and is updated if users are logging on and off. Accordingly the string contains 

the information who currently accesses the remote DSP lab. The array newsocketfd 
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stores socket file descri ptors of all open sockets. The program SelldToCliell1 needs thi s 

array to send data 10 all logged on users. 

Function lIIaill starts a new lIser thread for each sllccessfully logged on user. 

This thread hand les all further user reqllcsts and the log off process. Threads arc 

explained in section 3.1.6. 

(	 S\Olrt ;lUlhcnlk:uion:=>•I> gel login name of lhe user I•check if login n;UllC is in the No ,. send mcss:lgc to llsc r thaI End  
dotabasc  login name is wrong 

... Yes 
Yo.

check ;f user ll ircady , send message \0 user Ihal he Eod 
lol!l!cd on " is already logged on 

"' No 
;... gel password of the user I  

ch~k if password and login ~I:;:' send message [0 uscr lhal 
11<1111C liTe in lhe same data password is wrong
record 

+  
~) 

... Yes 

;;;. save socket file descriptor in the datubase 
>- savc sockct filc descriptor in thc array IIcwsocketjd 
,.. sctWkell ficld in the databasc to I if the user is the first user who ~jlogged on 
:> 	 ereate a new Siring IIlImeBlljfer. 

add names of all logged on uscrs to thc string n(jllleBlljfer 

Figure 3.2: Authentication process 

3. 1.4. Module Protocol: The program DspProtocol 

If the authenticat ion of the user was successful, the command Open_com l is 

transmilled to the server to request regi ster and memory values for the GUI 

initialization. The server processes all received commands with the program 

DspProroco{. The program DspProloco{ is ei ther in the state WA ITI NG or in the state 

READY. The transition between the two states is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The fi gure 

also depicts the directives which are executed when the command Open com 1 is 
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received. The slale of the program DspProloco/ changes frol11 WA ITING \0 READY 

if the authentication of the first user was successfu l. The program keeps in the state 

READY when more users connect to the server and changes back to the initial state 

WA ITI tG after the last user logged ofr. 

WAITING: 

I>  

No user;s lol!l!C'd 011 

Aurhenllcatlon of ri rst 
user was successful 

> Open connection 10 OS!' by using program DSP560Ql 
~ Sct field token in the database \0 1. i.e. the user is the "M:.ISlcr" 

and may controllhc OSP 
:;:.. Read memory values from the OSP lmd send these values 10 the 

user to initialize the Mell/O/Y, Code and Crt/ph windows of the 
GU I 

;;.. Read ~gislcr values from the OSP and scnd these values 10 the 
user to initialize the Register window of the CUI 

> Send crellted string lIumcBufJer to the user 

Last user 1 
logs off READY: 

Close connection to DSP ",leas' one user IS 10ggC\l 0 

Authcmication of funher 
user wa~ successful 

> Send string memory'Slring wilh the latest memory values and 
string regiSll'rSlrillg with the 10lesl register values 10 Ihe uscr to 
initialize the Memory' and Regisler windows of the GUI• Send sIring cvdcSlrillg and string graphSlrillg with the latest 
memory values to the user 10 initialize the Cot/e and Gmp" 
windows of the GUI 

> Send string bl'enkpoilllS/l'illg with the lalcSt breakpoint addresses 
to the user 10 initialize the Bl'cnkpoilll window o f the GUI 

• Send created string lIameBllfJCI' 10 allloggcd on users 

1 

Figure 3.3 : Slate Irans itions o f the program OspProtocol 

The first user who accesses the OSP gets the tokcn and sends commands 10 thc 

OSP, All other users who log on are "Slaves" and can see thc actions of the " Master". 

It should be kept in mind that all users are pcnnitted to li se the chat tool and to log off 

al any time, i.e . the token is n OI required for these lasks, 
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Memory values, register values and breakpoints are buffered in the strings 

memoryString, code String, graphString and breakpointString. That allows to transmit 

the latest memory, register and breakpoint values to users who were successfully 

logged on without accessing the DSP. Therefore the performance of the server is 

increased. 

Command String DSP 
Access Description 

display [memory type] : [memory address] 
memory type: x, Y or P 
Os memory_address s 65535 

Yes reads 48 values of the x, y or p memory 

graph [memory type] : [memory address] 
memory type: x, y or p 
Os memory address s 65535 

Yes reads 24 values of the x, y or p memory 

giveTokenTo [usemame] 
usemame: last name oflogged on user No passes the token to a logged on user whose 

last name is specified 

updateReg Yes 
reads register values of the data ALU, of the 
address ALU and of the program control 
unit 

getToken No 
grabs the token away from any user (only 
users of the group adrnin are allowed to do 
that) 

chat [message] No 
creates a chat string, which consists of the 
sender's last name and the message. The 
chat string is sent to all logged on users. 

setBreakpoint p: [memory address] 
o::; memory address::; 65535 

Yes adds breakpoint at specified program 
memory address 

removeBreakpoint p: [memory address] 
Os memory address s 65535 Yes 

removes breakpoint at specified program 
memory address 

goBreakpoint p: [memory address] 
Os memory address s 65535 No 

goes to breakpoint at specified program 
memory address 

Load [filename] [size of file] Yes uploads specified file on the DSP 
Open coml Yes Opens the connection to the DSP 
Close coml Yes Closes the connection to the DSP 

Status Yes Checks status (run or debug mode) of the 
DSP 

Reset Yes Performs hardware reset of the DSP 

Run Yes Switches the DSP from debug mode into 
run mode 

Stop Yes Switches the DSP from run mode into 
debug mode 

Step Yes Steps through theprogram memory 

Table 3.2: Command strings transmitted to the program DspProtocol 
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The lIser transmits commands to Ihe server when he operates the GUL These 

commands are not visible for him. He uses the implemented GUI as the BoxVicw 

debugge r in the lab. The server receives sLlch commands wi th the program 

SelldToCliellf. Then they are processed by the program DspProtocol. Each command 

has followi ng format: [command] [additional data] 

The command stri ng contains a command and additional data. Th is data depends 

on the command and call be for example a memory address or a L1sernamc. Table 3.2 

li sts all possible command strings. The command of the command st ring display x: I00 

is display. The value of oddiliol/a/ claw would bex:IOO. 

The program DspProlOco/ consists of sub protocols which are executed in 

dependency of the received command string. At first the command is separated frolll 

the command string to determine which sub protocol will be executed. Then existing 

addi ti onal data is removed. All separated va lues are strings. Therefore values 

represen ting numbers, e.g. memory addresses, have to be transformed into integers. 

Stan sub protocol of command 
...J.:!'floh or disv!cll' 

T 
> 	separatc memory type and mcmory address 

from the command string 
>-	 transform memory address into an integer 

j. 
I ~hcek ifDS!' tS in debug mode I No . I> switch DSr in debug mode I 
by usiue progr.lI11 DS/'56002 I "I using Progr"m DSP5600} 

~Yes 
> 	use prngr.lnl DSP5600] ,. download 

requested memory values from the DSP 
(ProgrDm DSP56002 sends downloaded 
memory vulues to ull logged on user.; by using 
progr.Ull SelldToC/ilmt) 

-*-( '"d) 

Figure 3.4: Sub protocol of the commands grap h and d isplay 
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If the sub protocol requires OSP access, the separated data is forwarded \0 Ihe 

program DSP56002 which accesses the OSP and perfonns the required task. The sub 

protocol of the commands graph and display is shown in Figure 3.4. The OSP needs \0 

be in debug mode before any memory value can be downloaded. I[this is not the case, 

the sub protocol uses the program DSP56002 to change the OSP mode. 

Command strings containing the cOlllmands Status, Reset, Run, Stop, SICP or 

updalcReg don ' t have any additional data attached. Therefore the sub protocols of 

these commands call the program DSP56002 immediately to access the OSP. Figure 

3.5 depicts the sub protocol of the commands Run and Slap. It verifies i f the OSP is in 

run or in debug mode before the OSP mode is changed 

~n Sl.Ib protocol of 
1l11ll:md HUll or Sloo 

T 
Check if DSP is nOl already in IYes.. ~ Send message to user: 
run or dcbug mode by using DS P already in ru n or debug 
pro,l;ram DSP56002 mode 

T No -.t 
> usc progmlll DSP5(j{)()2 to ( End ') 

change DSP mode 

-.t 
( End 

Figure 3.5 : Sub protocol of th e commands Run and Stop 

All other features, also implemented in the program DspProrocol, are described 

in the following. When a user wants a compiled assembly file to be uploaded on the 

OSP, it has to be first transferred over the Internet to the host computer. To do thi s, a 

file transfer protocol, ill ust rated in Figure 3.6, was implemented. An assembly file, 

uploaded on the OS P, is not needed anymore. It is deleted to save space on the hard 

disk of the host computer. 
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Sian sub protocol of 
cornrnund I.om{ 

)i> 	 scparJ1C the filename OInd the size orlhe file which is going \0 be 
sent frollllhc command si ring 

). 	create and open a new file on the hosl computer with the same 
filename 

;,. 	 Write transferred bytes [0 this file 
~ 	SlOp writing when the file size orthe transferred file is reached 
;... Close file and upload il on the DSP using the programs 

DSI'56002 and DspLo(/der 
, Deletc file again after uploading 0111hc DS!' 

J  
( End) 

Figure 3.6: File transfer prolocol 

The sub protocol of Ihe commands sctBreakpoinl and rcmoveBreakpoint 

changes the DSP into the required debug mode before selting or removing any 

breakpoinl. It also creates the string breakpoillrBllfJer. This SITing slOres all breakpoint 

memory addresses. It is updated whenever a breakpoint is added or removed and 

Il"<msmitted to all logged on users to display the lalesl breakpoi nt memory addresses in 

Ihe Breakpoint window of the GUT. 

The token can be passed to any logged on user. This process is presented in 

Figure 3.7. It is perfonned in two steps. Fi rst the token fi elds in the database or both 

users who exchange the token are updated. Second the server sends the messages 

"New Master" and "New Slave" to enable and to di sab le respectively all GU I inpul 

fields and buttons which allow to contro l the DSP. Since the name or the "Master" is 

displayed in the GUl window Server Message the string lIa/ll eBl/fJer is updated with 

the last name or the new "Master". Then it is sent to all logged on users. 

Users of the group admin have the right to grab the token away from any user at 

any time. The token passing process is the same as shown in Figure 3.7. Before the 

token is passed it is verified if the user belongs to the group admin and ifhe doesn't 

possess the token already. 
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Sian sub protocol of command 
'''''f!Toke"To I/as/llame1 .. 

chi,."(: k if hl5l,/ulIIl! is ill the database and send message 10 user: las\ ~> E,dcheck if user wilh th is last name is name not found 
I~gcd on 

.. Yes 

l ~hCCk if user doesn't l Yes > send message \0 uscr; pass E,dpass token \0 himsel f I token 10 another person 
, No 

> sct field token of calling user \0 0 
> SCI field token of new "Master" \0 1 
> gcl socket lile descriptor of new "Masler" from 1he database 
> senl message "New Master" 10 new token owner und "New Slave" 10 -to( End) 

old token owner 
> creale new name siring /wlI/cBllffl!r 
> send lIumeBrifJer \0 aillogsed on users 

Figure 3.7: Passing the token to another user 

The server sends a received chat message to all logged on users. Figure 3.8 

dep icts the message transmitting process. 

S[:m sub protocol 
or command eha! 

> scperatc message rrom thc chat string 
> find Ihe last tlame of the sender in the 

d31abase 
:;... Concatenale sender's lasl name 10 Ihe 

message siring 
;0. Send the ncw mcssage string 10 all 

logged on users 

E,d  

Figure 3.8: Transmitting a chat message  

This chap ter introduced the major concep ts or the program DspProlocol. It 

shou ld be mentioned that users don' t have anything to do with the server. They don ' t 
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even recognize that a server exists. Therefore students can work with the DSP as in the 

lab at OSu. 

3.1.5. Module nsp Control: The program nSP56002 

As mentioned the module Protocol, discussed in the previous section, requires 

the program DSP56002 to access and to control the DSP. The implementation of 

DSP56002 is described below. 

The program DSP56002 accesses the DSP with the DSP56000 interface library 

from Domain Technologies, Inc., which is linked to the server program. This library 

represents an interface between the program DSP56002 and the DSP. The program 

DSP56002 doesn't access the DSP registers and DSP memories directly, but uses the 

provided functions and commands of the Interface library to do that. These functions 

are discussed next. Before any DSP resource is accessed over the serial interface a 

connection has to be established between the host computer and the DSP. This is done 

with the library function Emu/nit. Its interface is presented in Table 3.3. 

Parameters Description 

procType 
Type of target processor to which the connection should be established 
(allowed values: DSP56000, DSP56100, DSP56300, DSP56800, DSP56600) 
The used DSP type is DSP56000 

dspCount number ofDSPs in the scan chain (used value: 1) 

dspNum DSP number in the scan chain to which the connection should be established 
(only one DSP is in the scan chain, i.e. value of dspNum is 0) 

iIType interface type of the target DSP (used value: EVM56002) 
comBaud Baud rate of the com port to which the DSP is connected (used value: B 19200) 

comPort Number of used comport 
(used value 0, i.e. DSP is connected to com port 1 ) 

Return Values Description 

handle 
handle is an integer value which is initialized with -1. 
If the connection to the DSP could be established, handle is °otherwise handle 
is not equal 0. 

Table 3.3: Interface of the DSP library function EmuInit 

The parameters of Table 3.3 are initialized first before Emu/nit is called. The 

return value of Emu/nit is zero if the DSP and the host computer are connected 
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successfully. In this case DSP resources, e.g. DSP register or memory values, can be 

downloaded by using DSP library commands presented in Table 3.4. These commands 

are embedded in the program DSP56002 to achieve the required functionality of the 

remote DSP lab. It should be considered that the DSP commands of Table 3.4 only 

appear in the module DSP Control. They don't have anything to do with the 

commands listed in Table 3.2. 

Commands Description 
TRG BLOCK READ Read a memory block from p, x or y memory 
TRG BLOCK WRITE Write a memory block in p, x or y memory 
TRG REG READ Read register values 
TRG BP SET Set breakpoint 
TRG BP CLR Remove breakpoint 
TRG RUN Change state of the DSP from debug mode to run mode 
TRG HALT Change state of the DSP from run mode to debug mode 
TRG STEP Step through the program code 
TRG STAT Determine status of the DSP (run or debug mode) 
TRG HWRST Perform hardware reset of the DSP 

Table 3.4: Used commands of the DSP56000 interface library 

A DSP library command is executed with the function EmuCall. This function 

needs besides the DSP command seven other parameters. The required parameters of 

EmuCall are depicted in Table 3.5. The return value of EmuCall, called code, 

represents an error code. It is specified with the library function EmuError. EmuError 

takes the error code as a parameter and returns an understandable error message. The 

interface of this function is illustrated in Table 3.6. 

The library function EmuClose closes a successfully opened connection to the 

DSP. For that task the parameter handle, return value of the function Emulnit, is 

necessary. The return value of EmuClose is also an error code. It is decoded by the 

mentioned library function EmuError. If the connection could be closed, the value of 

code is zero. 

The above illustrated that a set of parameters must be initialized before a DSP 

library function can be executed. This is done in each method of program DSP56002. 
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After the initialization the corresponding DSP library function is called. Then DSP 

data, e.g. register or memory values, is transmitted to all logged on users. 

Parameters Description 
handle return value of Emuinit, reference to the target DSP 

command command of Table 3.4 

Type 
Memory space which should be accessed 
(allowed values: x, y, or p 
x: x-memory, y: y-memory, p: p-memory) 

Addr Memory address which should be accessed 
(0:::; Addr :::; 65535) 

Count Number of memory or register values which are read from or written to the DSP. 

Buf input / output data buffer 
(this buffer is an array of size Count to store register or memory values) 

WrLen Number of memory values which are written to the DSP memory 
(Has only to be initialized if data is written to the DSP memory) 

RdLen 
Number of memory or register values which are read from the DSP 
(Has only to be initialized if data is read from the DSP memory or from the DSP 
registers) 

Return Values Description 

code integer, specifies an occurred error 
(is 0 if command was executed successfully) 

Table 3.5: Interface of the DSP library function EmuCall 

Parameters Description 
handle return value ofEmuinit, reference to the target DSP 
code error code returned by function EmuCali 

Return Values Description 
errorStr String, describes the occurred error 

Table 3.6: Interface of the DSP library function EmuError 

3.1.6. User Threads: Life Cycle 

This section describes how threads are used to implement a remote DSP lab 

supporting multiple users. The server accomplishes several tasks: 
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• The server listens at the server socket for connection requests of new users. If a 

new user connects, the server manages the authentication process. 

• 	 The server is supposed to process requests from users who are already logged 

on, e.g. requests to upload a program on the DSP or requests to log off. 

Therefore a problem could occur ifthe server handles requests from two or more 

users simultaneously. In the worst case the server would break down. This problem is 

solved by using multiple threads. A thread is a single sequential flow of control within 

a program. Each thread has a beginning, an execution sequence and an end. Several 

threads can run at the same time in a program performing different tasks. Accordingly 

every logged on user needs a different thread to send commands independently to the 

server. For example one user sends a chat message while another user is uploading a 

program on the DSP. At the same time the server is listening for new user connection 

requests. Therefore following threads are required: 

• a main thread which handles the authentication of new users 

• one thread for every logged on user to manage user requests independently 

All threads are running within the same program. Therefore each thread has 

access to the same resources allocated for that program, e.g. to the string nameBufJer. 

This string is updated when users are logging on and off. If two user threads access 

and alter the string nameBufJer at the same time, the result would be unpredictable. To 

solve this problem threads are synchronized so that shared data is only accessible by 

one thread at a time. This was done with a mutex4 
• When a thread accesses common 

resources, a mutex is set first to indicate that the resource is in use. As long as the 

mutex is set, the resource is locked and can't be used or altered by another thread. 

When the shared resource has been processed, the mutex is cleared and the resource is 

accessible again. 

4 mutual exclusion 
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Figure 3.9: Li fe cycle of a user thread 

After a successful user authentication a new user thread is slat1ed in function 

maill of program Mail/Prog. The thread is implemented in function Sessioll of the 

same program. It handles all lIser requests and the log off process. The life cycle of a 

user thread is illustrated in Figure 3.9. 
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A user thread is listening at the socket which is specified with the socket file 

descriptor socketfd for user requests. The thread releases the socket when a command 

is received. After processing the command the thread continues listening at this 

socket. 

It is required that the thread releases the socket and logs off the user if one of 

following three situations occurs: 

• 	 The user's computer breaks down. 

• 	 The connection between user and server breaks down, maybe due to problems 

with the physical connection. 

• 	 The user does not log off properly, e.g. he changes to another web side. 

Usually the thread releases the socket and logs off the user when the connection 

is not available anymore. But that can not be guaranteed. Therefore an additional timer 

is implemented. This timer releases the socket after fifteen minutes if no user 

command has been received. 

3.2. Implementation of the GUI 

The GUI is implemented III Java. The reasons why Java was chosen are 

illustrated in the next section. 

3.2.1. Programming language for the implementation of the GUI 

The GUI displays menus, a tool bar and internal windows. Further the GUI is 

accessible over the Internet by using a web browser. Therefore a GUI for the Internet 

which looks like a windows application is necessary. Moreover the GUI should be 

easily extendable with new features. 

Java, HTML and Javascript were considered to implement the GUI. HTML and 

Javascript are right now the most popular languages to create web pages. 

Unfortunately they aren't dedicated for building a GUI with menus, internal windows 
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and a tool bar. The programming language Java is the better choice for following 

reasons: 

• 	 Java is able to display menus, a tool bar and internal windows. Therefore all 

required components are provided. These components are included in Java's 

foundation classes (JFC) and are also known as Swing5 components. Swing 

components represent the latest technology in the area of GUI design for the 

Internet. 

• 	 A GUI implemented III Java can be accessed over the Internet by a Java 

enabled web browser. A Java enabled web browser would be for example the 

Netscape Navigator (Version 4.7) or Microsoft's Internet Explorer (Version 5). 

These two web browsers dominate the market and are available virtual on all 

computers with network access. This guarantees a wide accessibility of the 

GUI. 

• 	 Java is a platform independent language. A GUI implemented in Java can be 

displayed on any platform, e.g. Windows NT, Solaris or Macintosh with a Java 

enabled web browser. Therefore users get access to the remote DSP lab from a 

wide variety of different operating systems. 

• 	 Java is an object oriented high-level programming language which eases the 

modular design of the GUI. 

• 	 Java is able to present dynamic data, e.g. changing register or memory values 

of the DSP without reloading the total web page. Therefore the students can 

work with the GUI as with the BoxView debugger in the lab at OSu. 

• 	 Java offers many security features which are essential for Internet applications. 

For example it is possible to encrypt user passwords needed to access the DSP. 

This protects passwords which are intercepted during the transmission to the 

server against abuse. 

5 "Swing" was the code name of the project that developed the new components. It's an unofficial 
name, but frequently used to refer to these components. 
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The Java GUI is stored on a web server in order to be downloaded over the 

Internet. The downloaded GUI is executed on the user's computer. The user accesses 

the GUI like any other web side. He just enters the corresponding web address in his 

web browser. 

3.2.2. Basic concepts of Java for implementing a GUI 

In the above it was stated why Java was used to implement the GUI of the 

remote DSP lab and how the GUI can be accessed over the Internet. Next a short 

overview about basic concepts of the GUI design in Java is given. The GUI was 

implemented with Java™ Foundation Classes (JFC). These classes are supported by 

the Java 2 Platform Java™ 2 SDK, Standard Edition (Version 1.3) also known as JDK 

1.3. This platform was chosen as the development environment of the GUI. 

The already mentioned Swing components of JFC offer all features for the GUI 

design of the remote DSP lab, e.g. menu bars, tool bars, buttons or internal windows. 

A visual index to all Swing components can be found in [6]. 

Swing components are used in a hierarchical order. This is illustrated in Figure 

3.10. The root of such a hierarchy is always a top level container. The top level 

container provides a place for painting other Swing components. Since the GUI has to 

be accessible over the Internet the top level container is an applet (JAppiet6
). The 

JAppiet component has a root pane which contains a content pane, an optional menu 

bar and two other panes7
. The content pane of the JAppiet component holds further 

Swing components. These components are either intermediate containers or atomic 

components. The purpose of intermediate containers is to hold atomic components. 

The used internal windows of the GUI are such intermediate containers. 

6 The name of Swing components always starts with 1. 

7 	These two panes are the layered pane and the glass pane which aren't needed for the GUI. They 
should be mentioned for completeness. 
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The Register window for example contains Swing labels, which are atomic 

components, to display the Register values of the DSP. The purpose of atomic 

components is therefore to present information to the user. 

Figure 3.10: Java component hierarchy 

A menu bar (JMenuBar) with menus is added to the root pane of JApplet to 

provide a convenient way for the user to choose one of several commands. Frequently 

used commands of the menu bar are also accessible with buttons that are grouped in a 

tool bar (JTooIBar). The tool bar is added to the content pane of the JApplet 

component. Table 3.7 lists Swing components that are held by the menu bar and the 

tool bar and also presents their benefits for the student. 

Container Swing components Functionality for the student 
JMenu menus File, Process, Breakpoint, View, Options and Window 
JMenuItem menu items of the menus 

JMenuBar JCheckBoxItem 
check box items of the menus; menu View for example 
contains check box items so that internal windows can be 
closed and opened 

JFileChooser file chooser allows the student to choose files for the upload on 
the DSP 

mutton buttons Load, Go, Halt, Step and Update of the tool bar 
JToolBar JFileChooser file chooser allows the student to choose files for the upload on 

the DSP 

Table 3.7: Swing components of the menu bar and tool bar 

A JlnternalFrame component is the basic container of every internal GUI 

window. Each JlnternalFrame replicates a window with following features: 
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• 	 the window is moveable within the web browser 

• 	 the window is resizable, closable and iconifiable 

• 	 when the window is activated, it is automatically displayed in front of all other 

windows 

A JlnternalFrame component contains a panel which holds all other Swing 

components that are displayed within the internal window. These Swing components 

are e.g. buttons, text fields or text areas. Table 3.8 gives an overview of the internal 

windows that are added to the content pane of the GUI. The table also lists all Swing 

components of each internal window and describes their functionality for the student. 

Internal 
Window Swing components Functionality for the student 

JLabels displays register/memory values 
Register / 
Memory JPopupMenu popup menu to change representation of displayed 

register/memory values 
JCheckBoxMenuItem menu items of the popup menu 

Code JLabel displays memory values; displays points to show added 
breakpoints graphically 

Command JButton 
lTextField 

Enter button to send command to server 
text field to enter commands 

JSplitPane provides place for two text areas 
Server Message 

JTextArea text areas to display server messages and user names of 
logged on users 

JButton button to set and remove breakpoints in the program 
memory 

Breakpoint lTextField 
JTextArea 

text field to enter breakpoints 
text area to di~lay bre<ii<£oints 

JLabel labels which display breakpoints in the text area 
dynamically 

Graphic Custom painting painting functions of Java were used to create the 
graphical representation of the DSP memory values 

lTextField text field to enter chat messages 
Chat JTextArea text area to display chat messages 

JButton button to send chat messages 

Table 3.8: Internal windows of the content pane 
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3.2.3. The program MainServer.java 

This section describes the concepts of the class MainServerjava, which is the 

main program of the overall GUI. To display the GUI in a Java enabled web browser 

MainServerjava is a subclass of the Java class JApplet. The main methods8 of the 

class JApplet are the methods init and stop. 

When the GUI is loaded or reloaded the method init is called. It creates the 

internal windows Memory, Register, Command, Code and Server Message. Each 

internal window, which is implemented in a separate class to ease an upgrade with 

new features in the future, is instantiated9
. Next these windows are added to the 

app1et's content pane to make them visible for the user. The method init also 

instantiates the class MenuToolbarjava which adds all menus and the tool bar to the 

JApplet container. After the execution of the method init is finished the GUI is visible 

in the web browser. When the user leaves the web page or quits the web browser the 

method stop stops the app1et's execution and "destroys" all components ofthe GUI. 

Next other important methods of MainServerjava are introduced. The method 

authentictation controls the log on process. This method sends the entered username 

and the encrypted password lO over a created socket to the server. It also waits for 

server acknowledgments and informs the user if the login process failed. The created 

socket is used for the further communication between the GUI and the server. The 

method from Client transmits commands to the server through this socket. To optimize 

the speed of the data exchange between the GUI and the server, it should be possible 

to write to and to read from the established socket at the same time. This problem was 

again solved by using threads. 

8 a method corresponds to a function e.g. of a C program 

9 Instantiation: creating a new object (memory is allocated for it) 

10 The login dialog box and the encryption of the password are implemented III the class 
UserNamePasswd.java. 
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After sending the first command to the server a new thread is started in the 

method from Client. The thread is able to receive server messages while from Client is 

sending commands to the server. The thread is implemented in the method 

MultiThread and "dies" when following events occur: 

• 	 The connection to the server isn't available anymore 

• 	 The user logged off successfully 

• 	 The user changes the web page or quits the browser 

The performance of the GUI could be increased drastically by using the described 

thread. 

The initialized state of the GUI is implemented in the method set/nit. When a 

user logs off or when the connection to the server breaks down, the contents of all 

windows as well as the appearance of the menu bar and tool bar is changed to an 

initialized state by this method. The initialized state is defined below and is conform 

with the initialized state of the BoxView debugger: 

• 	 All register and memory values of the windows Register, Memory, Graph and 

Code are zero 

• 	 The address of the first memory value which IS shown III the windows 

Memory, Graph and Code is zero 

• 	 All text fields are empty 

• 	 Except of the menu item Options-Open connection-DSP, all menu items and 

buttons to control the DSP are disabled 

• 	 The editable text fields in the windows Command, Chat and Breakpoint are 

disabled 

The methods setStartSlave and setStartMaster disable or enable respectively all 

buttons and text fields which allow to control the DSP. These methods are necessary 

when the token is passed among users to enable only one user to send DSP commands. 

This replicates the lab at OSU. 
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The window management is implemented in the methods HideWindow and 

Select Window. The method HideWindow opens and closes internal windows of the 

GUI. When a window is closed, the object which instantiates that window is destroyed 

to release resources. 

The window names of all currently opened windows are enabled in the menu 

View. It is updated if windows are closed, opened, selected or deselected using the 

class WindowMenultemjava. Therefore all properties of the BoxView debugger 

according window management are implemented in the GUI of the remote DSP lab. 

Finally a timer is provided in MainServerjava. It is started after the user has 

been logged on successfully. Moving the mouse cursor within the GUI restarts the 

timer. If the user doesn't move the mouse, the timer is idled and after fifteen minutes 

the user will be logged off to free resources. 

3.2.4. GUI windows 

Every window which is displayed in the GUI is implemented in a separate class. 

Usually further classes had to be developed to achieve the required functionality of 

each window. Table 3.9 gives an overview ofthese classes. 

Window Name Implemented Classes 

Register RegisterFrame.java 
MainRegisters.j ava 

Memory MemoryFrame.java 
Memory.java 

Code CodeFrame.java 
Code.java 

Command UserInputFrame.java 
Server Message ServerOutputFrame.java 

Breakpoint BreakpointFrame.java 
Graph GraphFrame.java 
Chat ChatFrame.j ava 

Table 3.9: Java classes of the GUI windows 
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The basic class of each window has the name *Framejava. This class defines 

essential properties of the window. These are for example the window size, the 

window location and the window appearance. The contents of the window is either 

implemented in the class *Framejava or in additional classes. The window design 

concepts are illustrated in the next section using the Register window as an example. 

These concepts are valid for all other windows of the GUI. 

3.2.5. Example: Implementation of the Register window 

The class RegisterFramejava defines the basic properties of the Register 

window. These properties are: 

• the window name 

• the window capabilities 11 

• the size of the window 

• the location of the window in the GUI 

• the content pane for further Java components 

• the popup menu to choose the representation of the register values 

The content of the Register window and the processing of register values is 

implemented in the class MainRegistersjava. The first important method of this class 

is regInit. This method determines the position of each Java label within the window. 

The Java layout manager GridBagLayout places each Java label at the desired position 

to achieve a window design which is similar to the original window of the BoxView 

debugger. The used layout manager provides many options for fine tuning a layout. 

Layout managing is an important concept of Java. Whenever a Java component is 

added to a container, the chosen layout manger determines the size and the position of 

that component. Further information about Java layout managers can be found in [6]. 

11 It can be determined if the window is closeable, iconifiable, resizable or maximizable. 
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The register names and register values, which are stored in two different arrays, are 

displayed at the locations of each Java label. These register values are all zero. That is 

conform with the already mentioned initialized state of the GUI. The method update 

shows a new set of register values in the Register window. 

This method takes a forwarded register string from the method multiThread of 

the class MainServerjava. All received register values are separated from this string 

and stored in an array. The former register values are deleted first before the new set is 

displayed at the appropriate locations within the Register window. Therefore only the 

register values are updated but not the register names. Finally the method 

transformNum was implemented to display the register values of the Data ALU in 

different representations. Available Java library functions apply the transformation 

between hexadecimal, binary, octal and decimal values. 

Problems which occurred during the implementation of the Register window 

should be mentioned: 

• 	 The length of displayed binary register values is four times longer than the 

length of hexadecimal register values. Therefore the window size of the 

window Register is adjusted when the user changes between different register 

representati ons. 

• 	 The Register window needs almost one hundred Java labels to display the 

register names and register values. To avoid an overhead of program code a 

not trivial structure ofnested loops and if-else statements had to be developed. 

• 	 The register values A, B, X and Yare composed of the register values A2, AI, 

AO, B2, BI, BO, XO, Xl, YO and YI before they are displayed or transformed 

into another representation. 

• 	 The format of hexadecimal register values, transmitted over the Internet by the 

server, isn't compatible with the format of Java. Therefore all transmitted 

register values of the data ALU are first transformed into the right format 

before the method transformNum is executed. 

• 	 Each register value is separated from the transmitted data string and stored in 

an array before the Register window is updated. 
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3.3. User Administration 

As seen, tools are needed to administer the database of the remote DSP lab. An 

administrator, such as a teaching assistant, uses these tools for example to enter, to 

modify or to display student data. Consistent with the goals only a web browser is 

required to do that. The implemented modules and the corresponding programs are 

listed in Table 3.1 0 and are described below. 

Module Name Implemented Programs 

Enter Data dspEnter.html 
dspEnter. phtml 

Display Data dspShowAll.phtml 
dspShow.phtml 

dspShowAllModify.phtml 
Modify / Delete Data dspModify.phtml 

dspModify2.phtml 

Search Data dspSearchForrn.phtml 
dspSearch.phmlt 

Table 3.10: Implemented modules for the user administration 

3.3.1. Entering and displaying of user data 

To enter the first name, the last name, the e-mail address, the login name, the 

password and the group name of a new user the HTML form dspEnter.html was 

implemented. Clicking the button Save Record at the bottom of that form sends the 

entered data to the program dspEnter.phtml. That program manages the data 

processing displayed in Figure 3.11. The algorithm of Figure 3.11 is implemented in 

the programming language PHP, which is similar to C. PHP offers a complete set of 

functions to access the MySQL database server. With these functions SQL queries are 

sent to the database to store and to access any data. Accessed data is displayed in 

HTML pages with usual HTML tags. 

The HTML page of the program dspShowAll.phtml provides an overview of all 

user data records saved in the database. The data is displayed in a table. It is 
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dynamically updated when user data records are created or deleted. Clicking the last 

name of a user shows all data of that user. 

check if length of transmitted data Yes}> error message: data value 
values isn't too long length too long 

occured 

No 

}> encrypt password using the 
MD5 algorithm 

);> save data record in the database 

);> error message: data record 
is not complete 

}> error message: password is 
too short 

}> error message: login name 
is already saved in database 

}> error message: data record 
cannot be saved 

Figure 3.11: Saving a new data record in the database 

3.3.2. Modifying and deleting of user data 

To modify a data record it is loaded in editable text fields of a HTML form 

provided by the program ModifY.phtml. This form is similar to the form for entering 

user data. The modifications are saved in the database by selecting the radio button 

modify and clicking the modifY/delete button at the bottom of the form. To delete the 

data record the radio button delete is selected instead. The program ModifY2.phtml 

does the modifications in the database. 

The algorithm of ModifY2.phtml is similar to the algorithm which was used for 

saving user data records. The only difference is as follows: The password isn't loaded 

automatically in the editable password text field of the form. If the administrator 
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doesn't enter a new password, the old password is kept in the database. Otherwise it is 

verified if the entered password consists of at least six characters before it is encrypted 

with the MD5 algorithm. Then the encrypted password is saved together with the other 

user data. 

3.3.3. Searching for user data 

If the administrator manages many different data records a search tool is needed. 

A HTML search form was developed to search for user data like first names, last 

names, e-mail addresses, login names or group names. Except of the group name, user 

data is entered in editable text fields. Group names are displayed in the menu of an 

uneditable combo box. This menu is created dynamically, i.e. it shows all currently 

stored group names. The entered data is transmitted to the program dspSearch.phtml 

by clicking the button Start Search at the bottom of the search form. The program 

dspSearch.phtml contains the search algorithm which is described next. 

First it is verified if the seize of the transmitted data is not too long. It is also 

checked if any data was transmitted at all. Only when data was transmitted and only if 

the seize of that data is appropriate the data search is started. Then a SQL search query 

is created dynamically and sent to the database using PHP mysql functions. 

Information about writing SQL queries can be found in [4]. 

The implemented search tool is not case sensitive. Complete names or e-mail 

addresses doesn't have to be entered either. Name or e-mail fragments are enough. 

User data records matching the searched data are listed in a table. Clicking the last 

name of a user displays all data of that user. 
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4. Conclusions 

4.1. Summary 

Research for this thesis was undertaken with the goal to develop a remote 

Digital Signal Processing lab for the Internet to give students the possibility to work 

together online with a remotely located DSP. The main purpose was to implement a 

robust and secure system so that students can test and verify compiled assembly 

programs as if they were present in the lab at OSU from anywhere in the world at any 

time. Students in different locations work with the DSP by using a developed GUI. 

The GUI is accessible with only a web browser. To allow teamwork over the Internet 

students who are logged on simultaneously use an included chat function to 

communicate with each other. While only one student may send commands to the 

DSP, all other logged on students see in real time the results of his actions. The DSP 

access right can be passed among the students. 

New users, who want to participate in the remote DSP lab, are registered by a 

teaching assistant. For that reason an administration tool for the Internet is provided. 

The administration tool contains all functions to add, delete, modify, search and 

display user data records. The overall system was implemented in modules to ease an 

upgrade ofthe remote DSP lab with new features during future work. 

4.2. Comments 

Is it possible to connect to the remote DSP lab with an analog modem? This is 

an important question. The majority of users who are going to use the remote DSP lab 

are students who prefer to access the lab from their computers at home. These 

computers are usually connected to the Internet with analog modems. The download 

rate of analog modems is at most between 4 to 6 kbyte per second and can be much 

less if the connection is bad. 

Therefore it is desirable to minimize the amount of data that is transmitted. The 

Java applet consists of eighteen different Java classes and is therefore complex. To 
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reduce the download time of the applet all Java classes are bundled and compressed 

into a Java archive file which is signed and stored on the web server. Thus the size of 

the signed Java applet could be reduced to 72 kbyte. The download time of the applet 

through an analog modem connection should be in the range of fifteen to forty 

seconds. After the Java applet is downloaded and started only simple strings, e.g. 

register values or commands, are transmitted over the Internet. The size of this data is 

small and shouldn't slow down the system. 

Assembled programs which are uploaded on the DSP have to be considered 

separately. The amount of time to upload such a program depends on its seize. The 

seize of compiled programs implemented in the lab at OSU is usually below 10 kbyte. 

The needed upload time of a 56k analog modem should be therefore in the range of 

three to five seconds. That is an acceptable value. 

Accordingly the longest time of data transmission occurs when the Java applet is 

downloaded and not during the work with the DSP. That makes the remote DSP lab 

not only suitable for the fast local network at Oregon State University but also for 

slower analog modem connections. 

4.3. Future work 

The implemented concepts of the remote DSP lab provide a good foundation for 

future work. Possible features with which the remote Digital Signal Processing lab 

could be extended are discussed in the following. 

During the lab the students apply audio signals to the audio input of the DSP 

board. Using active loudspeakers or headphones they hear how digital filters affect the 

applied sound signals. It would be an enhancement to play such processed sound 

signals over the Internet. Java provides a sound engine which plays audio data in 

applets. Latest technologies in audio streaming are available. These technologies 

enable consistent, reliable, high-quality audio with a software-only solution that 

requires only a digital-to-analog converter. Many different audio formats e.g. AIFF, 

AU, W A V, MIDI, and RMF are supported. A detailed documentation about sound 

features of Java applets can be found in [21]. The already developed database could be 
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extended with a new data table to create a sound file archive. Now the student uploads 

an implemented digital filter on the DSP and chooses a sound file from the database. 

The original and processed sound file are played by the Java applet. Therefore the 

student hears the difference between the audio signal before and after the processing 

with the DSP . 

The functionality of the already implemented Graph window needs to be 

extended. First it should be possible to adjust the x-axis and y-axis of the coordinate 

system. Re-scaling by dragging only the mouse would be convenient. Second the user 

should be able to decide how many data points are shown in the Graph window. 

The oscilloscope TDS 220 from Tektronix displays audio and other test signals 

in the time and frequency domain. Accordingly students see how digital filters or 

different sampling rates of the AJD converter affect the spectrum of the applied signal. 

Controlling the oscilloscope over the Internet would permit the students to do these 

measurements online. This could be done as follows: 

An additional GUI replicating the Tektronix oscilloscope must be implemented, 

e.g. in Java. The already implemented server should be extended with new modules to 

process received commands of that GUI. The oscilloscope needs to be connected to 

the host computer with a GPIB 12 interface card. The GPIB interface was specifically 

designed to connect computers and laboratory instruments so that data and control 

information can be exchanged. Thus a further C++ module has to be developed which 

sends GPIB commands to the oscilloscope. 

Currently the number of users who are allowed to use the remote DSP lab is not 

limited. The administrator may register as many users as he wants. The system is very 

robust but nevertheless it should be tested how many users can attend the remote DSP 

lab at the same time without loosing performance. 

The registration of new users could be automated. When a student registers for 

the Digital Signal Processing class over the web, a registration for the remote DSP lab 

should be done simultaneously. 

12 General Purpose Interface Bus 
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The DSP class web side needs to be extended with a manual of the remote DSP 

lab. A short online tutorial for example would provide enough information to use the 

remote DSP lab effectively. 

Another enhancement of the remote DSP lab would be a restricted and 

scheduled access of the DSP by teams. A student who is not a member of the current 

working team should require a permit before he can see the actions of the working 

team in his GUI. This prevents cheating on lab assignments. 

Finally if the number of registered users and therefore the number of teams is 

large, it is reasonable to provide access to several DSP boards. 
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